
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson 
 

Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 11 – MRS NORTH 
Time: 50 minutes 
Learning Objective: I can read/listen to and understand the text.  
 
Warm Up: VOCABULARY HUNT 
 
Can you write the definitions of the following words. You may need to use a dictionary to help you. 
endorse, decease, benefactor,  protégé, conveyancing, labyrinths, inordinate, condone, iniquity. 
 
Task 1: CHAPTER 2 – SEARCH FOR MR HYDE - 16:08 minutes 
 
Read and listen to the story using the link below. As you read annotations will appear on the right side: 
pause to read these to help you understand the character, plot, theme and context. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-jekyll-and-hyde-search-for-mr-hyde/z7fqkmn 
If you find it easier to read the text you can print out a PDF version of the transcript which is below 
the video. 
 
Task 2: COMRPEHENSION QUESTIONS 
Can you answer the questions about chapter 2 in complete sentences? 
1. Once Utterson confronts Hyde, how does he feel toward him? What reasons does Utterson give for 
his feelings about Hyde? In Utterson’s response to Hyde, what does Stevenson tell us about Hyde? 
2. Why doesn’t Stevenson ever tell us what Hyde’s face looks like? 
3. Describe the appearance of the street and house in which Dr. Jekyll lives. What can we infer about 
Dr. Jekyll from this setting? 
4. Utterson’s speculation on Jekyll’s connection to Hyde makes him reflect on his own vices and 
failings. What could Stevenson be implying about human nature in Utterson’s reflection? 
5. Explain Utterson’s view of the relationship between Jekyll & Hyde  
6. What mysteries remain at the end of the chapter? 

 
 
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk Thank you 
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